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START OF VIDEO - LIVE WITH ROBERT

Robert.- All friends, hello and welcome once again to the Cosmic Revelation Starseeds channel, 
how are you guys, are you okay? Today's live you already know that I am a person a bit, well, quite
"ironic" and the title is: "Galactic Federation of unconditional love"... of unconditional love and now 
we will see exactly if the Galactic Federation or some of its members (not all) feel true 
unconditional love for humanity, we will see it here.
And then I took 2 excerpts of 2 conversations, one that I had with Yazhí and another with Anéeka 
and a group of people who were with Anéeka and from all this and, well, I have put together this 
live show that is quite long by the way... that here depends on what time I can't speak. Well, I have 
also put in the community comment box of this channel "false flag notice" in (I think I remember) 
Nevada Las Vegas and it is warned precisely so that it does not occur... high possibility of false 
flag, detected, date ? between the 28th and 30th of this month(January) in Las Vegas, Nevada. I 
hope it is of your interest... also to say that I have had to cut a lot of things due to the "censorship" 
(because there is an incredible censorship) so that I will do it the safest in another live on Twitch.
Well, there it goes, first I'm going to talk about the conversation I had with Yazhí... the title of the 
video is Galactic Federation of unconditional love for humanity, and Yazhí says:



Yazhí.- If they were united, yes, united (humans) they are dangerous, that is why they separate 
them with nonsense, fighting for politics when in the end it doesn't matter, they neglect what does 
matter to fight each other for politics. As we have said so many times, YOU MUST UNITE, and 
create a true resistance where masses rebel and do not comply with the directives of the 
governments... "mass rebellion" is the key. I do not see them united, humans, as I do not see the 
mass media being taken to tell people everything; there has never been more separation than 
today...

Robert.- This is important because if I get to the end of the video, what I plan to talk about, we will 
talk about the fact that there are proposals, proposals to form some kind of holographic society, 
but, of course, if humanity doesn't unite... what society would we be talking about right? Well I have
to say that this conversation I had with Yazhí was before the video I made in Despejando Enigmas,
a direct I did in the forest... it was before, that's why she talks about uniting. If they unite, they are 
dangerous… if they unite! Well, then, the question I asked Yazhí was: - how could people be 
encouraged to join together? and her answer:

Yazhí.- You can't because that is imposing something on them and they will resist, believing that 
we are the invaders, because NOBODY can change another person and that means that we 
cannot change them either. I have told Gosia that they must realize that it is not our responsibility (I
repeat: it is not our responsibility) only to do what we can, but, what happens next is not our 
responsibility… 
The "Galactic Federation of Light" will do nothing because they are the Cabal behind everything, 
the ones who are causing everything that is seen on Earth today. At the stellar level Urmah and 
Taygeta are only "conspiracnoids" with little power (I repeat, at the stellar level) who cannot do 
much, as you cannot go and destroy things, or they will arrest you.
The same here, Taygeta will do what they can to the limit of their possibilities, but it won't be 
enough for long… it's the truth; It is not Taygeta's responsibility either, they help because they want
to, but in the attempt they ended up falling into the same disappointment as Q-anon …

Robert.-And what you say is very important, but what I am going to say now, is repeated to me 
since I started contact (if I remember correctly in December 2017), the same thing is repeated:

Yazhí.- I have told you ad nauseam that a species or group of intellectually superior species is 
controlling you... stop delegating your power to governments and saviours! They are the only ones 
who can save themselves (humans), they must save themselves. The people with whom I speak in
person, normal street people (many do not know what I am) report to me that it is useless, nor will 
their family be able to change. So do what you can to save yourself, each one must decide how far
they can help, and how they can help and they must understand that it is not their responsibility to 
save the world or other people... to help with what they can help, but if they don't see how, then, 
just to save themselves. This as soon as they see if there is no other soul that understands and 
follows them. The difference between really awake and asleep is increasing, those who follow 
Trump believe they are awake, for example, when it is only one more level in awakening. I share 
this because it is what I see with alarming clarity… Whether they say negative or not, I don't care, 
the truth is with me, it will depend on each person if what they want is placebos that give hopeful 
dopamine, "hopium " or if they wish or have the nerve to see the truth, no matter how ugly it may 
be.

Robert.- Well, this would be the part of Yazhí and I have cut a lot off because the rest will be on 
Twitch... let's see what people around here say about what I just said: then it is important to join 



together, unite, but as far as I see it by the very nature of the human being it is difficult... the nature 
of the human being considering that we are many races living this experience, in let's say a human
body, this is what many people do not understand.
The Andromedan Federation manages the black and white cabal, we should continue their 
departure because they are regressive... yes, well, let's see if they are regressive or not, 
regressive or regressive because they are permissive... there are many ways of looking at them. 
From my point of view, they are regressive and why? Because they do not take into account what 
humanity wants being here in this life, being human is not taken into account and then they come 
out with speeches of karmas, super well argued rare stories, and to me personally (from my point 
of view) it seems that the only things up there are charlatans, according to which race eh, 
charlatans with many arguments, arguments that are always the same, now we will see some.
So, another very important thing that I also said is that these channels, like Despejando Enigmas 
or the ones out there, are not channels that talk about politics, they are not political channels, this 
has to be very clear and the only thing that this has achieved is to distract us and that we do not go
onto new topics, right? But you'll see what happens, you'll see... Well, and here says Anéeka.-

Anéeka.- As a consequence of all this political activity that has served as a “phenomenal 
distractor” we have not even made progress on new issues, also under the premise that people 
are only interested in what happens currently because they are all in survival mode. Also, first of 
all, I want to say that, in summary, and before going into why, we must return to what we were 
before all this that is happening worldwide, issues that are not political although this it is doubly 
controversial, because, I know that what matters most is waking people up to what is really 
happening or otherwise "you know"..., and on the other hand we cannot because of the 
censorship, so...

Robert.-… of course! What don’t they do? you can't wake up people to what is really going through
the censorship that there is, that is, you can't, you can't... so what do we do... what do we do? Well 
then she says:

Anéeka.-… so we don't see much point in sharing politics, they just end up discrediting us in one 
way or another…

Robert.- So the question would be: - what really matters? and Anéeka's answer says:

Anéeka.- It depends on the perspective, from my point of view I do see that what matters most is 
opening people's eyes about what is happening with the real agenda, but as you know, that is very
difficult because of the censorship... But it's the only thing that really matters, because time is 
running out. So, as Yazhí says, we must all realize that it is not our place to fix the world because 
we cannot… That goes more than anything for us from here, if we could do more we would have 
already done it.

Robert.- So, of the people who were in this meeting, someone asked the following question: - the 
question is, what are you going to do now? What is your action plan? Answer:

Anéeka.- Just support from here and do things under the table as has always been done, at the 
same time realizing that we have a limit on what we can do and accept... that we also have our 
hands tied, accept that it is not up to us to throw everything on our shoulders and for us to say 
what is happening, what is happening today, they only label us as "negative and pessimistic." (I 
have had to remove many things from the conversation because, of course, as it says here, we are
only labelled “negative and pessimistic”) They have lied to all of us and we have fallen into their 



game, we help because we can help and because that's how we are, but if we can't do anything, 
what use are we here?

Robert.- As I go on, what I can say is that, of course, as the days go by there is more information 
and things are seen more clearly and from another point of view, right?... it is true that we said one 
thing but, of course, I repeat, as the days go by, the information is updated, right? So here what it 
says about NESARA and GESARA, is that in the end it is again against... I repeat, what is 
NESARA / GESARA that in the end again is against the people and in favour of the banks. 
Because the end of NESARA / GESARA is to remove private property, that is the end, the 
resounding end, is that they are going to take everything away from you and they are going to 
spend it in electronic currency having control over people, one hundred percent control and above 
all you will not have any of your property.
Well, let's see what it says here (Robert reads from the chat): - The decision to save our lives and 
freedom is always in ourselves… correct! … - we can't expect someone else to do it… exactly! 
don't wait, they will do everything possible to help you, but don't wait, they can't do it anyway… - 
encouragement, strength for everyone and this is the information that helps us understand… of 
course! We repeat again: it is humanity that has the strength of everything, to reverse everything 
that is happening, it is humans; if humanity does not unite due to x circumstances... it is so.
The problem is that like those above, the races that are above in the Federation, some know that 
humanity is never going to unite, because they take advantage of that, they take advantage... if 
humanity were to join, they have no choice but to give in to what humanity says! But since 
humanity is passive, passive and I see it here, I see it here and I always have to emphasize it: right
now there are 1,104 people... 671 likes, what about the rest of the people? People are passive, it 
does not matter as long as some do the work for me and I am calm...
Well, yes, it is a way of looking at things, but as long as you are in a ready-made society, here you 
are trying to form a society, in which we are all united, but as I said in the video only at the 
beginning... this what Yazhí said.-

Yazhí.- If they were united, yes, together humans are dangerous, that is why they separate them 
with nonsense fighting for politics when in the end it does not matter, they neglect what does 
matter to fight each other for politics. As we have said so many times, YOU MUST UNITE and 
create a true resistance where they rebel en masse and do not comply with the guidelines of the 
governments... MASS REBELLION IS THE KEY or they will die! I do not see them united, humans,
as I do not see that the mass media is taken to tell people everything, there has never been more 
separation than today...

Robert.-… and here I asked Yazhí.- - How could people be encouraged to join together once and 
for all? Because we are going to hell! (I'm not kidding, we're going to hell, you'll see)

Yazhí.- It can't be done because it means imposing something on them...

Robert.- I mean, when I say join, there is a certain group of people who think it is an imposition... 
hey, I don't care, I live very quietly here, I'm not imposing anything, I'm just telling them to unite, 
and she says:

Yazhí.-… and they will resist believing that we are the invaders, because nobody can change 
another person and that means that we will not be able to change them either. I have told Gosia 
that they must realize that it is not our responsibility, just to do what we can...



Robert.-... is that people think that it is an imposition of something to say that they join together... 
well, "it is an imposition" well, surely there are more than one, generalizing that... (no, I do not say 
all) that they are behind the screen laughing, they are laughing, splitting... 
Comment from the chat: of course, it is very difficult to unite, so we will die en masse … Well, let's 
see, the problem is that people are going to react late, they are going to react late, but everything 
is super well calculated and people are not... The question is going to be the following, that I do not
have to be a future teller to see what is coming and right now I could say what is going to happen 
by seeing what I see right now, what is going to happen without them telling me, it is simply what I 
see. 
- Of course, our duty is to help in whatever way... yes, but when there comes a time when people 
don't want to be helped... don't do anything! is that you can not force people to help them, do you 
understand me? you can not! Simply to encourage, to be the striker so that they join, because what
is going to come is something similar to what I am going to say now...
- But what do we do if people don't unite? They are the real ones, what do we do?... of course, the 
non-real ones (for all the people who are new here) are precisely here to make you react, to make 
you react because (we have already seen it) if I don't say join us! People don't join. So the non-
reals are there to provoke reactions you know? you have two thousand people against you waiting 
for you to react, not to join them who are nothing! Not! Reaction to. So how are people going to 
react? Well, it is that you do not have to be very intelligent to see what is coming, what is coming? I
hope that I am wrong in what is coming. It is that each time as we advance, what there is will be 
more virulent, each time it will be more virulent, of course, being more virulent... because the 
media that are in the hands of those who have the power, the lockdowns are going to come, they 
are going to lock people up in their houses and the people who are in their locked houses are 
going to see, until they connect it, see the people who are closer to them in their environment! they
will see how they fall... you understand me right?
I cannot say why the people around me do not relate why some people fall (SM: I think in this 
context Robert is using ‘fall’ to mean ‘die’ because of the censorship) and others do not, "they will 
not unite,” but, of course, this is going to be too late, why? being locked up at home the economies 
are all falling... so what will happen? inevitably "they will give you the solution" and that solution will
be an electronic currency called GESARA or NESARA, they will give it to you, but you will be at 
home, you will continue to be locked in your house! They will give it to you simply to survive and 
you will see how people continue to fall and it will be impossible, very, very difficult to unite, it will 
be very difficult, don't you see? Is it so hard to see this?... Unite now, you still have time, you can 
still move your arms, turn your head, don't you get it? Some (not all) will understand it, do not 
worry, it is only a matter of a few months…
We are going to continue, well and here someone from the group asked: - then, right now, only 
positive news that is impossible to corroborate circulates... look for negative news you will find it, 
why? because Universal Law says that what you seek you end up finding. - We should create a 
society away from civilization, be self-sufficient and have our own technology... of course! This 
would be a dissident society, the point is that to create a dissident society you have to have a lot of 
technology, not start building it, you already have to have it and they will eventually invade you! 
Why? because the ones that are here now happen to us with several hundred years in technology 
(those that are on the surface). So let's see... the power, the power is still held by humans, but time
is getting on... how much positive news? Well, I'm going to read this, you'll see, and one of the 
group says: - then only positive news that is impossible to corroborate circulate as they have, the 
mass-media are distributing all those positive news that you cannot corroborate, such as, for 
example, that they have arrested the Pope of Rome... we said something, yes, but of course, it is 
that there is "so much misinformation" that it is not known, it is not known. It is simply that it is said 
that there is a lot of misinformation, a lot, and obviously all this misinformation is a criminal act, for 
example, take a good look around they say: today I read it in one of these conspiracies of the 



English world, who said that the White House is empty... well yes, but, the White House has 
several buildings, you know what I mean? But of course (I think this video is from today) because 
"Biden" comes out, which is in one of the buildings next to it, in one of the buildings next to it, this is
from today…”
- Yes, there is a very big division now in society, there is a division, the only thing that "everything 
that is against the system is automatically censored,” that is, hey, why can't I have an opinion? 
They don't want you to listen to the alternative media! but this is very strong right? Why don't they 
want you to listen to them? I don't understand why can't you listen to the alternative media? I do 
not understand! Look, another "curious" video, look at this video of September 11 (curious eh?) 
And if anyone sees the airplanes in this video, please say that there are airplanes… So, we are in 
a world of “electronic digital manipulation” that you no longer know what is real of what is not real, 
sources of information that everyone takes for granted... let's say there is a group that... let's see 
how I would explain it... one thing would be the YouTube disseminators (I say YouTube because is 
an alternative medium to television) disseminators who appear on blogs, but where do these 
disseminators draw from? (the majority, we are talking about the majority) Well, of course, they 
would be nurtured by some people who would be "higher" who would be called (let's say) 
"insiders,” but who do these insiders feed on worldwide? Well, they are nourished, equally, only by 
two people, which are two people, and namely, for whom they are working! They are contaminating
the entire network worldwide, they are people with ease of speech, faces of "great people,” of 
saints who have never broken a plate, and they are working for three-letter agencies against 
humanity, deceiving all.
Well I'm still here, let's see a moment: - Is there a lot of division? Yes man! Of course, there is a lot 
of division and every time you will see more division, well, everything is calculated, this is a plan 
that has been in the making for ten years and what is happening today is all calculated. As has 
been said at the beginning of the video, they have to know that there is a race or several races 
intellectually and technologically superior to us, they have a totally different way of thinking from 
ours, but with the advantage that they know how we think, we do not. we know how they think, we 
don't know.
Well, you will see that at the end of the video it seems that there are people who are meeting well 
to create something, to create something, not a type of proposal, but of course... the basis is that 
humanity is founded, humanity has to have a basis to form a holographic society... So let's see, all 
this can still be reversed, it is that time is catching up to us... 
Well I continue, here they also talked about the Federation and as we have already, said the 
Andromedan ship that is behind the Moon would be the Federation, we are going to say "local", the
local Federation of this Solar System which, basically, would take care of the problems of the 
Earth; then the Federation in this Solar System has bases all over the place and let's say that the 
"strong" base of the Federation, the one that would represent all these bases that are here on 
Earth, is on Saturn, it is on Saturn.
So, here (local Federation) they can say yes to all these plans, but if they don't accept them on 
Saturn, nothing is done! and it is something that is happening... but we will see here the excuses 
they use eh. Well here what Anéeka said is that the Federation puts stones in the way again and 
again and again there is no one to turn to or who to go to confront, like with YouTube, only 
restrictions and punishments come to you and you cannot claim anything.

Says Anéeka.- We were promised to lift the obstacles, for example, with the audio and as it 
happens on Earth, everything is left in sewage water, the Urmah only support us and coordinate 
with us... that's how they have been historically; As they say here, staying here only puts the cats 
at risk because they will continue to support us, they see us as their little sisters, we have a long 
history of cooperation between Taygeta and Urmah Avalón. Alcyone still backs us, but Alcyone has
no jurisdiction... (This is important) Alcyone has no legal jurisdiction over this Solar System so 



again, there is a limit to what can be done, more than anything, our way of putting pressure on the 
Federation It is to make it clear that what they do to us is to do it to the entire Council of Alcyone so
that the Federation, whoever they are, see that we are supported.

Robert.- To give you an idea, the Federation would be in the entire Galaxy, and Alcione (if I 
remember correctly) is the Cluster of stars M45, it would be M-45 which would include the 
Pleiades, the famous Pleiades or Pleiades M- 45 against the entire Galaxy... this is insane! 
Well, about the Karistus, which is an advanced race that would be on Jupiter, in this Solar 
System... The Karistus see this Solar System as theirs, Alcyone understands their point, and if they
agree; So, Karistus' attitude towards us is that of "the enemy of my enemy is my friend" where they
only support us directly because it suits them, because they have serious differences with the 
Federation.
So about Lyra... the people who talk a lot about Lyra, well now I'm going to talk about Lyra... no, I'm
not going to talk about the Dracos here, today the Dracos do not come out... as you know, there 
are the Dracos and the Alpha Dracos that are positive and Dracos are negative. (Response to a 
follower) Exactly, the example that you are setting is the example of Yazhí that maybe you have 
talked to Yazhí and you haven't even noticed maybe… 
- Robert, is it hard for the seeds to unite? Some… - and humans also because of their shadows 
and because they are so dominated by low frequencies, who are used to everyone doing things to 
them? Well, the story here is that humanity does not unite, among many other things, because we 
are many different races, yes, yes, different races in containers (let's call containers, or not), let's 
say human bodies, many races , many races.
So that's why, there are races that's why, there are people who are aggressive and other people 
who are not aggressive... for example, if you see an aggressive child it is not because that child 
has received a bad education from the parents, no, it is that there is a little monster there, just like 
that. The same with pets, imagine that you have a cat that bites you, which is amazing, I say this is
not normal... well there you have a little monster also incarnate inside, inside this being with the 
body of a cat, right? 
The story is that everything is compartmentalized, everything, everything, and what happens? 
(because everything is super well done) well, there are many politicians who only know how far 
they have been allowed to know, and then, well, they believe what is happening, they do not know 
more... That is, there is a group of experts ( Who knows where they come from) that they are 
eating their heads according to what people, and these people, in good faith, who have eaten their 
heads, do not consider anything, they do not think! and they are transmitting it from one place to 
another.
Journalists are the same, because in many cases (it is curious) but they already reach a degree 
that they no longer think, they simply do what their editors tell them, they do not think, they do not 
think... curious eh? And with university degrees, Erasmus, and I don't know! I know what stories 
and masters... they don't think anything... generalizing, I'm generalizing.
- They invade us, control us, manipulate us and deceive us, and is humanity to blame? Well, 
according to the Federation (those from above) according to... yes, but you'll see, that is, there is a 
point to this as well... let's see I continue:

Anéeka.- Lyra is only supportive in the Federation boards in other places, and she supports the 
Urmah (her neighbors) They are so few and with low influence that their support is only symbolic, 
who really supports us is Alcyone and Urmah …

Robert.- Well here someone from the group asked: - If you see this Solar System as yours, don't 
you want to help more directly with everything that is happening? I do not understand, it has to 



have a bad impact on them being so close... here he was referring to the Karistus (who are in 
Jupiter) Answer:

Anéeka.- Yes, they say they want to do more, again, as with us the Federation has them with their 
boots around their necks, the Federation does end up being regressive, although others jump 
saying no.

Robert.- On the Karistus Anéeka also commented:

Anéeka.- It happens as with the Lyrians, I feel that they do not know how to fight effectively but I 
do give them this: it is the non-human race that has been most involved against the Federation 
and the reptiles for almost always, but they directly confront them with quite inferior technology 
with quite unfavourable results for them...

Robert.- Well, now that there is another question that someone of us in the group asked and it is 
the following: - Basically the whole problem is summarized in the Federation, so how can they be 
classified as spiritual and benevolent? How can such an organization be in the hands of a planet 
destroying it? How can this be legal? So Anéeka's answer is:

Anéeka.- Your questions hurt us too, we see your point, we see the contradiction of them always 
excusing themselves with space laws and in karmas and in far-fetched metaphysics without 
support. At the same time, they have controlled the spirituality of the Earth with their "New Age” 
religion, where they only give them spiritual placebos and promises that are never fulfilled, where it
turns out to be almost a sacrilege to speak ill of the Federation because they throw you out. Over 
half a dozen YouTube channels worshipping them, the Andromedan Council and Ashtar or Saint 
Germain (and jokingly she says) and Saint Lucas. But the truth is that from the point of view of the 
people living on Earth, all of you here, those are the major regressives who dominate and 
manipulate everything that happens on Earth. I know that evil is relative, but, precisely, that is what
we are talking about here from the relative point of view, of the people of Earth, the Federation acts
in a regressive, malevolent way, that is the truth whether you like it or not...

Robert.- The story is that if they do something, it will only be seen as an alien invasion; well, here's 
another question with a very interesting answer right? is a question that many of you are sure to 
ask yourself: - how can these people be the ones who are writing the rules and have to be 
respected? so the answer reads like this:

Anéeka.- It is that they twist everything, that is, they will never say that they are manipulating the 
Earth, but that they are supervising, because they see everything that happens on Earth as a 
result and consequence of what humans themselves want, that is, which only give humans what 
they think they want, all based on the ideas of karma and the law of attraction, that's what I was 
referring to, "far-fetched metaphysics" as an excuse not to act, or to act that way.

Robert.- That is to say that, of course, it is that all the arguments are known to throw all your 
questions... hey, yes, but I do not want this... - yes, but when you entered here on Earth you knew 
that I was going to pass this and then well nothing, well you hold on! That I don't want this!... I, 
perhaps, when I was away... but when I'm here, what I'm experiencing was nothing like what they 
promised me, right? then that's the way things are... Now, she also says:



Anéeka.- They always complicate everything more... that humans want in the experience of 
manifesting things as a consequence of the experience of being manipulated (this is what I said 
too)

Robert.- I repeat: they always complicate everything more (those of the Federation) complicate 
everything, that humans want the experience of manifesting things as a consequence of the 
experience of being manipulated... then, another question that Anéeka is asked is: - But you don't 
believe in those principles? and the answer is:

Anéeka.- No, we have another series of ideas that do not go hand in hand with that, for example, 
the most noticeable difference is the idea of karma as something inescapable and that must be 
compensated (look at what it says, what what the Andromedans think, well, of the Federation, a 
group of the Federation thinks like this) and that it must be compensated "an eye for an eye, tooth 
for a tooth.” We only see karma as a reaction to an action, action / reaction, and as for the karma 
that is charged... it is only something mental, an idea that you can erase, you can no longer charge
the karma if you wish, you can release it and transcend...

Robert.- And what else too? Another thing is that if it were the case... that is, imagine that it were 
the case that they will interact more with the Earth, more blatantly, what would happen?

Anéeka.-… that they, with their reductionist point of view, would see us as the invasive ones, they 
already see us that way because they don't want (look at what they say, the excuse) because they 
don't want to intervene on a developing planet, and with that they don't see that being permissive 
is being regressive as well.

Robert.- In other words, the excuse for the Federation doing nothing is that they do not want to 
intervene on a developing planet (and what Anéeka says) and with that they do not understand that
being permissive is being regressive as well. Let's see what people say around here: yes man! the
solution is to unite, then the question: the solution is to unite and how do we do it? Here comes the 
difficult problem, you will see, I am going to read you what I have read before, well:

Yazhí.-... the problem is that you cannot, it is very difficult and you cannot because joining together
is imposing something on them, and they will resist, believing that we are the invaders, because no
one can change another person and that means we can’t change them either...

Robert.- It's very difficult, it's very difficult man... not impossible, right? but I do not know. I don't 
know what people are saying around here: - 
Is Karistus 6D going to have lesser technology than Federation 5D?  Yes. Now I'll explain it to you, 
let's see: the story is that Venus is in 5D, how is it possible for a 3D race to invade a 5D race? Well,
very simple, because that 5D race is not a militarized race, they live in a holographic society where
they live in harmony... they do live with technology, but it is not a technology that is focused on 
exterminating their own species. Do you understand it or do you not understand it? 
What happens, what do humans do when they leave the planet? The first thing they does is screw 
over their neighbours, colonize those in 5D, they have no weapons, they have nothing, and a lot of 
peace and love, but they have no weapons. We come here with "our matrix" to colonize you, and 
that's it! that is what happens. There are many civilizations that are here outside of 5D and they live
in the stone age, but they live in the stone age because they want to! In the same way that there 
are other super technological civilizations that do not want to leave their planet, they stay there, 
they do not leave, they are there, they do not leave "we do not need to leave,” it is like that.



And the densities are a mental state, there are many people here since they are in 5D and they are
still not aware, but they are in 5D, they are and many people who are in 5D, who have a mental 
state quite low ( as for example the people that we would have "up here" generalizing) are in a 
mental state that is a little bordering on a little below and then everything that is below is above that
is, as there is a great conflict down here, you will see it up there.
Well, here is a question that is quite long and asks the following: - ok maybe what I am going to 
ask now is a bit strong, I understand that the the Federation directly saving the planet would be 
considered as an invasion, entering here and stopping everything would be a war, but what if you 
act from behind? In other words, letting the Federation continue to manage this planet as it wants, 
but taking out hundreds of people who do not want to be part of this, would not everyone win? and 
the answer is:

Anéeka.- You are absolutely right, you just have to see in what way to get those people out, the 
Federation is also claiming "intervention" when trying to get them out, that is, they don't let you get 
people out. Work from behind? It is the only way, to expose the Federation as we achieved with 
the plan for the liberation of the Earth. Now, all the other races know that it can be done (saving the
Earth), and that it is the Federation itself that intervenes so that this plan is not achieved, the 
Federation with its countless stellar laws has sections of extraction rules, I repeat, it has sections 
of rules of extraction. Extraction, among them (the rules), is that only people of the same race of 
who performs the extraction, or who have strong ties to that race, should be extracted.
They can only be extracted also in operations of other races if there is a previously declared 
agreement between those two races... that is, we cannot go down in ferries to fill them with 
humans requesting extraction, even if we wanted to, because it would be seen as an aggression 
and would start an incident between the Federation races and they would see it as an invasion 
again.

Robert.- Come on, these psychopaths enjoy the global genocide of the... yes, yes, yes, to me... I 
say it for these races that do not want to help humanity (of the Federation), I would fall in shame. I 
have seen images on the internet, that I only see those images that are indirect consequence, or I 
no longer know if direct, but surely indirect consequence, of these races that are up here, of those 
that do not want to help humanity, those images they can only judge these people as stellar 
criminals. And he did not go into details of the images because it is the worst thing I have seen in 
my life I saw it the other day, the worst, the worst of the worst, the worst, it is to grab these people 
by the neck and do exactly the same thing. I'm not saying all races, hey, I'm not involving all races, 
you're just there and what's on Saturn, especially what's on Saturn, is to catch them and come on, 
I don't know where to put them! I would have to think about it, but they are responsible for all the 
pain that is happening on Earth and no, no, not the one that is happening but the one that is 
coming, as long as they don't stop it… the one that comes, the one that comes. 
Well, let's continue, then another question says: - I understand that they consider that you are 
breaking the rules, but they already think about it anyway, right? But if those races are not going to
do anything, it is useless for them to see that the Federation is the problem, I think, and even more
so now that time is running out... and Anéeka's response is:

Anéeka.- The problem must be solved from here (here, on Earth) against the Federation and that 
angle of the problem is already being handled, but Yazhí insists that since everything is connected,
and since everything is a mirror of one thing to another, one 3D person of a 5D (that is, there are 
mirrors, there is a connection) and what happens in 3D is a reflection of what happens in 5D, it 
does not matter where you work from, you will always get the same result. This, meaning that 
humans from below, if organized, would stop all genocide and stop the Federation itself, this 
further sustaining the great power of the "broken shoes.”



Robert.- In other words, if people got together and organized, they would stop all this genocide… 
Well and here is also a comment from someone who was in the group and it is a very accurate 
comment about what is happening. It is a somewhat long comment: - Neither Karistus nor Taygeta 
can with the Federation, because we can? It's very simple, why do we? because the Federation 
says that it gives humanity what they want and what they ask for, they say that above. So if 
humanity unites, all humanity, and asks and wishes that they do not want to see all this, the 
Federation has no choice but to pay attention to humanity that has united, but as we have already 
said, this planet, this world It is governed by 0.01% of the population...
Great right? How is it possible that 0.01% of the population governs the rest? Well, it is because 
humanity en masse has yielded its power to these scoundrels, who are the reflection of the worst 
in human society, the worst, the worst would be in this case, the politicians.
So, the story is that if we all unite (because here she is going to say it, you will see, in the end she 
says it) if we all unite, the Federation has nothing left but to give what humanity asks for but we are
separated, we are separated guys... 
Man, little by little it seems that there are points where there are people who are uniting, but as a 
curious fact, I did not know... I do not know if it is true, I have heard that in Europe, the only country
in Europe where this is mandatory (the mask) on the street, well, it's Spain, what do you think? The
only country in Europe? Spain, where this (mask) is mandatory... amazing. 
Okay so here's a comment from one of the people who was at the meeting says:  The problem is 
that souls keep asking for that experience, eh, there is no organization or a coherent assembly 
based on their previous knowledge, on how to organize this experience, then, it ends up being a 
completely uneven and self-contradictory mixture that perpetuates madness. The lizards invaded 
for food (Lyrians) are what they are, regardless of whoever it may be, and the Federation took the 
opportunity to create an amusement park on Earth in exchange for letting them continue eating in 
peace. And hundreds of millions of souls come to this park, from thousands of different races with 
different interests and forms and ways, to live the experience, perpetuating it in a loop... (This is 
true, look at this because I am going to comment) perpetuating it in a loop. That is very important, 
from the base everything is wrong here, everything corrupted and badly organized; I personally 
believe that each race should have their planet Earth experience or do something so that souls 
stop wanting to live this experience without living it here. And then Anéeka says:

Anéeka.- You have described it in detail perfectly, that's what is happening...

Robert.- And another comment, you will see: - and not only that, that here on Earth there are 
infinite races that make it impossible for them to unite as humans... and Anéeka says:

Anéeka.- That is another great truth and reason for the disorder on Earth…

Robert.- So on perpetuating the loop, man, let's see: all of you who follow this disclosure, those 
who are new, well, it is suggested to catch up watching video channels because between Cosmic 
Agency, Clearing Enigmas, this channel (Cosmic Revelation ) because I pass them here or the 
channel this Pleiadian Knowledge, then there is a lot of information that is going to expand the 
mind, it is important (not funny, right?) the mind and consciousness... first to be aware of where 
you live, where are you and what is there, what are you and what is outside of here, but as has 
been said, this is a loop, it is a loop... leaving Earth you will not leave, very difficult to get off Earth 
(if you are in the loop). Very difficult, if you do not know how.
Yes, it vibrates... that is, you are going to go where your frequency is but if you don't know that this 
exists (that you are going to go where you vibrate) you are going to enter "deceived" here on Earth,
deceived, under a life experience that they are going to promise, and it has nothing to do with what



they have promised you, nothing to do with it, but you are already inside; and you don't remember 
why? through the veil of oblivion and what is it that produces the veil of oblivion? Well, a series of 
agreements and then we have the lunar Matrix here, which makes us live in a low frequency world,
which is another reason why you don’t remember what you ate two days ago, nor do you 
remember what you dreamed yesterday, for example, curious right? elementary things... and that 
you forget things so much, you forget things.

- There are channels that do meditation to ask the Federation for help... are they wrong? Man, 
listen, listen, all help is good, all meditation is good yes, yes... well you will see, we will continue: 
everything is good, the only thing is that, of course, do not think that you will fix the planet only by 
meditating, you know what I mean? you are in a 3D: in a 3D you either do something or you 
become history, right? I don't know who told me about this right? "If you don't act here you become 
history" in 3D, you are not in 5D... you are in 3D!

- Robert, there must be union here and outside, collective resistance... is that the problem? look, 
there is no union above, there is no union, so if there is no union above, how can there be union 
here below? , another question: - but how are people going to unite if they don't allow it, if 
everything is censored (that is, they censor everything so that you don't unite) if we are isolated?

Anéeka.- Yes, surely, the Federation would consider it an invasion, but it would not be as strong as
starting "a conflict"... I think.

Robert.- And can't some kind of agreement be reached? and then Anéeka responds:

Anéeka.- Exactly! I know what excuses those of the Federation will have, but they are simply that, 
excuses, because what you have said are great truths. We cannot be thinking that everything is 
fine just because it is according to another density (I repeat: we cannot be thinking that everything 
is fine just because it so is from another density) that is what humans want to live because, the 
truth is, that It is not what they want to live while they are human (interesting, he says: because the
truth is that is not what they want to live while they are human), and not seeing or honoring what is 
wanted and needed on one level, is to make all the levels wrong, and the whole thing is just a sick 
regressive plot. So, the key, summarizing everything: is for people to unite and from there say NO 
TO EVERYTHING, that would stop (I repeat: that would stop) the Federation and the Cabal... then 
the key is UNION AND COMMUNICATION and you can't because of the censorship! This, then, 
lets us see the reason for the censorship, because without it they could not achieve their horrible 
plans.
Another angle from Yazhí.- is that everyone insists that they are awake and that they have the truth
and are blind to the points of view of others, causing the problem that they do not learn or listen to 
the information of the conspiranoids. She said something interesting the other day, that when I 
read it I kept it… she says: “asleep, awake, who decides what each one is? Being that things are 
not black and white but a gray range in the middle, difficult to define and each one, at their level, 
thinking that they are awake laughing at those who are below, seeing them as ignorant and making
fun of those who are above, looking at them like they are crazy… ”Yazhí Swaruu Tasherit.

Robert.- Well, let's see what else and here is a question: and Anéeka says.-

Anéeka.- As Yazhí says, each one at his level thinks he is the wisest (I repeat: each one at his 
level thinks he is the wisest)... and unite against the governments, it is not about going out to fight 
against them, Well, that is the governments' plan, that is what they want, and for that they are 
prepared, it is not a question of confronting them directly under their same terms but "with new 



terms" for which the governments are not prepared: That the population en masse simply do not 
obey any rule, that everyone goes out into the streets without muzzles, that they do not vote, that 
they leave the vaccination centers empty... in this way they could not retaliate against "the broken 
shoes" because even the repressive police are also everyone, and everything would fall apart. And
in the same way the Federation could not do anything against the broken shoes because, under 
the same rules as theirs (of the Federation) they must give the people what they ask for... then 
even the Federation would respect it.

Robert.- There was a comment that said: - everyone has to join together... and Anéeka says:

Anéeka.-...or a critical mass that will drag those who do not, to cooperate as well, but, again, we 
would be in this of the "critical masses" and they already know that this never happens either… 
And from here, we, seeing clearly that nothing they say to you is the truth, nothing! It is irritating!

Robert.- Yes, yes, we live in backwards world... so here is another comment from another person 
who says: - People can change, but it is a process, it takes time which we do not have... and 
Anéeka says.-

Anéeka.-... it will be that they will change, but not for us here, not directly, we can only offer the 
information... "you can lead a horse to water, but you can’t make it drink."

Robert.- Well, and here they were talking about that there is no basis for the holographic society 
yet, that there is no basis, and then another comment from the meeting said: - yes, and if people 
are not able to join in everyday things and small movements, I don't know how they are going to 
work, how this big thing is going to work (that is, how is a holographic society going to work if 
people are unable to unite in everyday things and small movements) and not even the Federation 
can unite...

Anéeka.- I see the issue of uniting super impossible, perhaps only on more general concepts...

Robert.- And another comment that says: - for the moment they are only planning a request to the 
Federation, that the Council of Alcyone take over the Earth, with the direction of Anéeka and 
Alenym and Yázhi. Let's see what's here: well, it would already be, today's live show would already
be… 1,500 people! Let's see what people say: - as long as the media does not take the positives, 
the struggle is unequal... yes, there is an incredible struggle of inequality because what good is for 
us to unite little by little, while they are being bombarded by the other side to people through the 
media? So many people who might join fall into… ”man! that here they are telling me something 
else and whoever is telling me this other thing is an authority because it appears on television, I 
listen to it on the radio and you are on a youtube channel... what do I do, what do I do, join, I keep 
thinking about what does this authority tell me, who is a prestigious doctor?"
And people are falling, they are falling, they are falling, and we will see the result in a few months, 
and everything is calculated, everything, everything is calculated... electronic money... "OK, yes, 
we are going to forgive you the debt because since you can't leave your house (because you won't
be able to leave your house) well, we are going to give you a subsidy (SM: See UBI – Universal 
Basic Income), on the condition that your house will be ours, everything will be ours, your car, 
everything…"
- that they apply broken shoes in 5D against the Federation as well... there is division above too 
eh, there is division, let's say that the people of the Federation who are behind the Moon see that 
all this has a fix... the story is above these people there more that are in Saturn, and those of 
Saturn well, I don't know, I don't know what is in their heads. And the problem of the Federation "is 



only in this sector of the Galaxy" that is, here we are in deep space, we are not in the center of the 
Galaxy, we are in the corner of an arm almost outside the Galaxy. So, that's the way things are... 
that I remember, we are the only planet that is within the Van Allen belts, the only one, neither 
Mercury, nor Jupiter, nor Mars (not to be confused with magnetosphere)... it is the only planet that 
is within an artificial 3D, the Earth, the only one with an artificial satellite that can't you see the 
artificial movements of the Moon? Still people haven't noticed?
Well, nothing else, the live has ended today, I hope it has been of your interest, to your liking... if 
you are new then subscribe to my channels, and if you have questions leave them in the comment 
box... the chat goes super fast: - humanity is a reflection of the internal bureaucratic problems of 
the Federation... yes, yes, yes, we are mirrors of what is happening up there, yes, we are the help 
of the Federation, yes, but we are its mirrors and this made a mess, and upstairs another chaos... 
then everything is chaos! that's the way things are.
Well, nothing more guys, thank you all for being here, and thank you… uhh! this is indeed union, 
this is union, that the Federation sees it there are more likes than people watching the video, this is
union, that they see it, what can be achieved, can be achieved... now let's see how we all unite... a 
Big hug and thank you guys, see you soon bye bye.

* * *
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